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The release kinetics for human immunoglobulin (IgG) through the permeable structure of nanofiber scaffold
hydrogels consisting of the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 and ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 self-assembling peptides were studied
during a period of 3 months. Self assembling peptides are a class of stimuli-responsive materials which undergo
sol–gel transition in the presence of an electrolyte solution such as biological fluids and salts. IgG diffusivities
decreased with increasing hydrogel nanofiber density providing a means to control the release kinetics. Two-
layered hydrogel structures were created consisting of concentric spheres of ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 core and ac-
(KLDL)3-CONH2 shell and the antibody diffusion profile was determined through the ‘onion-like’ architecture.
Secondary and tertiary structure analyses as well as biological assays using single molecule analyses and quartz
crystal microbalance of the released IgG showed that encapsulation and release did not affect the conformation
of the antibody and the biological activity even after 3 months inside the hydrogel. The functionality of polyclonal
human IgG to the phosphocholine antigen was determined and showed that IgG encapsulation and release did
not affect the antibody binding efficacy to the antigen. Our experimental protocol allows for 100% IgG loading
efficiency inside the hydrogel while the maximum amount of antibody loading depends solely on the solubility
of the antibody in water because the peptide hydrogel consists of water up to 99.5%. Our results show that this
fully biocompatible and injectable peptide hydrogel system may be used for controlled release applications as
a carrier for therapeutic antibodies.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of hydrogels as drug delivery carriers has been explored
since the beginning of the controlled release era in the 1960s primarily
focusing on synthetic polymer and animal-derived hydrogels. The first
generation of hydrogels consisting of synthetic polymers did not repre-
sent an ideal system for biomedical applications due to: (i) component
and degradation product toxicity (e.g., many polymers require the use
of toxic cross-linkers, like glutaraldehyde, and other chemicals that
pose a life threat whereas others such as polyglycolic–polylactic acid
and its analogues during degradation release acids locally), (ii) post-
gelation polymer swelling often causes pain in the host, and (iii) release
of the active compound over brief periods of time due to the large pores
of the polymer network. Furthermore, some animal-extracted biopoly-
mers such as collagen and laminin [1,2] are not suitable for drug deliv-
ery applications in humans due to their origin and the risk of
inflammatory host response from viruses, bacteria, and other unknown
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substances that may be present in the donor tissue. In response to the
need of biocompatible polymer drug release systems, biodegradable
polymer hydrogels were developed [3–5] whereas recent advance-
ments in the purification of hydrogel material components such as hya-
luronic acid and polysaccharides open new paths for applications in
humans [6,7].

Previously, a nanofiber hydrogel consisting of the self-assembling
peptide ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 (where R is arginine, A is alanine and D is
aspartic acid) was studied for controlled release of small, model-drug
molecules [8]. In a recent study, it was shown that proteins with differ-
ent molecular weights and isoelectric points were slowly released
through the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptide hydrogel and the release
kinetics were studied over a period of 3 days [9]. Self assembling
peptides form a hydrogel inside the body upon interaction of the
peptide water solution with biological fluids and therefore represent
an injectable drug delivery system. Upon being introduced to electro-
lyte solutions, self-assembling peptides form nanofiberswith diameters
between 10 nm and 20 nm which are further organized to form a
hydrogel containingwater up to ~99.5%w/v and form pores with diam-
eter 5–200 nm [9]. Peptide gelation does not require harmful materials,
such as toxic cross-linkers, to initiate the sol–gel transition while the
degradation products of the hydrogel are natural amino acids, which
can be metabolized and reused by the body. The fact that the sol–gel
transition occurs at physiological conditions facilitates mixing of the
table self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels for long-term sus-
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peptide solution with bioactive molecules and co-injection in a tissue-
specific manner to form the drug delivery vehicle in the tissue. Peptide
hydrogels are biocompatible, amenable to molecular design, and have
been used in a number of tissue engineering applications including
bone and cartilage reconstruction, neuronal and heart tissue regenera-
tion, wound healing, angiogenesis, and hemostasis [10–12]. Self-
assembling peptide hydrogels provide a platform that makes them
ideal for a wide range of bionanomedical applications as they facilitate
cell migration inside the hydrogel. Furthermore they are non-toxic,
non-immunogenic, non-thrombogenic, biodegradable, and applicable
to localized therapies through injection into a particular tissue [12].

Long-term administration of therapeutic antibodies may be benefi-
cial for the treatment of many diseases such as cancer, where tumor
cell-specific antibodies can be used to prevent cancer relapse or metas-
tasis after radiotherapy, chemotherapy or surgery, rheumatoid arthritis,
or viral diseases in individuals with compromised immune system [13].
Currently, long term treatment with therapeutic antibodies requires
frequent injections due to the limited life time of immunoglobulins in
the human body (i.e., half-life is between 2 and 23 days depending on
the isotype), or intravenous injection which however, carries a risk of
infection, vein rupture and extravasation, hypothermia, and patient dis-
comfort. Due to the cost associated with the production of monoclonal
antibodies, alternative approaches are required in which doses might
be reduced and the bioavailability is enhanced. Local and sustained an-
tibody release reduces the number of injections and lowers the admin-
istered dose thus minimizing the adverse toxic effects associated with
administration of high doses of biologically active agents. Previously,
the sustained delivery of functional antibodies has been investigated
using 3–8 mm solid poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) polymer matrices,
which however had to be implanted or immobilized in contact with the
mucus vaginal environment [14], implanted polyurethane hydrogel
which released the IgG load within a few hours [15], implanted
carboxymethylcellulose gel which also released the load in 6–9 h [16],
and more recently using an implantable pH-responsive poly(methacrylic
acid) (PMAA) hydrogel [17].

We report here the sustained release of human immunoglobulin (pI
7.1, MW 146 kDa) through injectable ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 and ac-
(KLDL)3-CONH2 self assembling peptide hydrogels (Fig. 1) over a period
of 3 months and the release kinetics of IgG through the hydrogels. The
self assembling peptide systemwill gel upon injection intramuscularly,
subcutaneously, in the void space of the brain, in the knee joint, or in
any other tissue and release therein the therapeutic antibody. This pep-
tide hydrogel system allows for 100% loading efficiency of IgG inside
hydrogels whereas due to the consistency of the hydrogel (i.e., contains
water up to 99.5%) the maximum amount of antibody loading depends
solely on the solubility of the antibody in water. To examine if the
processes involved in incorporating and releasing the antibody from
the peptide hydrogels affect its conformation and function, the released
antibody was analyzed using circular dichroism (CD), fluorescent
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of (A) the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptidemonomer, and of the pe
fibers, and (D)macroscopic image of the hydrogel. Color scheme for IgG and peptides: positivel
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the ar
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spectroscopy and immunoassays to verify its biological activity. The
functionality of IgG was monitored using single molecule fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
biosensor techniques. The presentation of functional antibodies with
therapeutic properties is important for sustained delivery biomedical
applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

The ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 and ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 peptides were
obtained in powder form from CPC Scientific (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and
were characterized at the MIT Biopolymers Lab (Cambridge, MA, USA).
Human polyclonal IgG was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA). The pI of human IgG was 7.1 as determined by isoelectric
focusing gel electrophoresis in a PhastSystem, using IPG strips andprotein
standards (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) and the IPGphor system
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden).

2.2. IgG release experiments

Peptide hydrogels were formed using well-established protocols
[8–11]. Briefly, the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 and ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 pep-
tides were dissolved in deionized water and ultrasonicated using a
probe sonicator for 30 min prior to use. The peptide solution in water
was mixed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH=7.4) containing
IgG at a final concentration of 5 μM. 40 μl of the solution mixture (i.e.,
peptide in PBS containing IgG) was transferred into 200-μl polypropyl-
ene tubes and gelation occurred in less than 10 min. Subsequently, 70 μl
of PBS was slowly added to the 40 μl of the hydrogel which contained
5 μM IgG. To satisfy the perfect-sink conditions and allow for the deter-
mination of the protein release profile, at each time point 40 μl of the
supernatant was replaced with the same volume of fresh PBS. During
the course of the measurements the hydrogel volume did not change
and therefore, the IgG release could not be due to hydrogel degradation
or swelling. Control experiments did not show detectable adsorption of
IgG on the surface of the polypropylene tubes.

Formation of a two-layer hydrogel architecture involved a two-step
gelation process. The solutionmixture containing 1.0%w/v ac-(RADA)4-
CONH2 peptide and 5 μM IgG in PBS was introduced in a syringe and
pushed through the needle to form a drop hanging at the tip of the nee-
dle. Thenwewaited 10 min to allow for gelation. The self-assembly pro-
cess resulted in a hydrogel with spherical geometry. Then, using a
different syringe containing a solution mixture of freshly prepared
0.6% w/v ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 peptide in PBS we carefully allowed the
drop of the ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 solution to come in contact and encap-
sulate the preformed ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptide hydrogel thus
creating an ‘onion-like’ two-layered hydrogel structure (Fig. 2). The
ptide nanofiber, (B) the IgGmolecule, (C) electronmicroscopy image of the peptide nano-
y charged (blue), negatively charged (red), and hydrophobic (grey). (For interpretation of
ticle.)

table self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels for long-term sus-
16/j.jconrel.2012.03.014
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic representation of the two-layer hydrogel system. (B)Optical and (C–D)
fluorescence microscopic examinations of the two-layered hydrogels. For visualization
purposes the shell (self-assembled ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 peptide) contains Alexa-488 fluoro-
phore (C) and the core (self-assembled ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptide) contains CY3 (D).
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two-layered hydrogelwas placed in the bottomof a polypropylene tube
and diffusion experiments were performed as described in the previous
paragraph (Fig. 2A).

Prior to visualization of the two-layered hydrogel (Fig. 2B–D) we
mixed the ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 and the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptide solu-
tions with Alexa-488 (green) and CY3 (red) fluorescent dyes solutions,
respectively. The two-layered hydrogel consists of two concentric spheres
with composition 1.0% w/v ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 (core) and 0.6% w/v
ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 (shell). Visualization was performed with a fluores-
cence microscope (Nikon TE300, Hamamatsu camera, and Openlab
image acquisition software).

The IgG release experiments through the self-assembling peptide
hydrogel were performed at room temperature. The concentration of
the released IgG in the supernatant was determined spectrophotomet-
rically at 280 nm (NanoDrop ND-1000 UV–vis, NanoDrop Technologies,
Delaware, USA) using a calibration curve of the native IgG at different
concentrations. All data points represent the average of 4 samples.
Uncertainties in the calculated parameters were estimated via common
error propagation techniques, i.e., for a function y=g(x1, x2) errors
in the calculated values were determined using the equation
σy
2=(∂g/∂x1)2σx1

2+(∂g/∂x2)2σx2
2.

2.3. Diffusivity determination from released IgG concentration

For a hydrogel matrix that contains a molecularly dispersed diffus-
ing agent, the apparent diffusion coefficient may be calculated using
the 1-D unsteady-state form of Fick's second law of diffusion, which
for small values of time (t) is given by [6,23,24]:

Mt

M∞
¼ 16 Dapp: t

π H2

� �0:5

ð1Þ

where Dapp. is the apparent diffusivity, Mt and M∞ are the cumulative
mass of the diffusing compound released from the hydrogel after t
and infinite time (∞), respectively. The thickness of the hydrogel matrix
(H) inside the well was calculated from the volume of the peptide–IgG
solution (i.e., 40 μl) and from the dimensions of the wells of the poly-
propylene tubes. Dapp. may be obtained from the slope of the straight
line fitting the data of Mt/M∞ vs. t0.5, for 0bMt/M∞b0.6.

2.4. Circular dichroism (CD)

Far-UV CD spectra were recorded between 190 and 260 nm at
room temperature (Aviv 62DS spectrometer). CD spectra of hydrogel
released IgG after 2-months were compared with those of freshly pre-
pared IgG solutions at the same concentration. Spectra were recorded
in 1-nm steps and averaged over 2 s. All measurements were carried
out in 1-mm quartz cuvettes in PBS, pH 7.4. Spectra resulted from
accumulation and averaging of 4 scans. Blank spectra of the buffer
without IgG, obtained under identical conditions, were subtracted.

2.5. Fluorescence emission spectroscopy

Fluorescence emission of 0.3 μM released and native IgG was mea-
sured using a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B spectrophotometer at room temper-
ature using quartz cuvettes of 1-cm path length. Emission spectra were
recorded between 310 and 400 nmon excitation at 300 nm. The excita-
tion and emission slit widths were set at 5.0 and 2.5 nm, respectively.
Sample conditions were identical to those described for the CD
measurements.

2.6. FCS functionality assay of IgG

FCS characterization of the antibody-antigen bindingwas performed
at room temperature using the Fluoropoint single molecule detection
system (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The inherent, fluorescence signal of
Please cite this article as: S. Koutsopoulos, S. Zhang, Two-layered injec
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proteins due to tryptophan fluorescence is small for detection by the
single molecule analysis system that we used. Therefore, we labeled
human IgG with the strong fluorophore Alexa-647 using a standard
protein labeling kit (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR) following the
manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, the labeling protocol is based on
the Alexa-647 succinimidyl estermoiety that reacts efficiently with pri-
mary amines of IgG to form stable dye–IgG conjugates. Using this proto-
col, IgG is labeled with an average of 4.6 Alexa-647 molecules per IgG
molecule. Alexa-647 fluorescently labeled IgG molecules crossing the
confocal femtoliter volume were excited by a He–Ne laser at 633 nm,
measured (counts per unit time) and converted to concentration
using a calibration curve of the Alexa-647 fluorescently labeled IgG at
different concentrations. Fluctuations in fluorescent intensity within a
confocal volume are recorded as a function of time and the autocorrela-
tion function, g(τ), is influenced by the properties of the fluorescing
molecules as well as the diffusion dynamics in the local environment
[18,19]. To define the autocorrelation function for the case of anomalous
3-D diffusion of monodisperse particles in solution [18,20,21], the
Fluoropoint system employed Eq. (2):

gðτÞ ¼ 1þ 1−FtripþFtripe
�τ=τtrip

N

 !  
1

1þ τ=τDð Þ

!
1

1þ 1=s2
� �

τ=τDð Þ

 !0:5

ð2Þ

where g(τ) is a function of the fractional population (Ftrip) and decay
time (τtrip) of the triplet state, N is the number of Alexa-647 labeled
IgG molecules within the sample volume, τD is the translational diffu-
sion time, and s is a factor describing the cylindrically shaped detection
volume and is equal to the ratio of the radius of the cylinder's basal
plane (ωo) divided by one half of its height (ω1). In a fully anisotropic
solution, with diffusing molecules significantly smaller than the
confocal volume, the diffusion coefficient D of the IgG molecules is
equal toD ¼ ω2

o=4τD. The autocorrelation profile was fitted using single
and multiple translational diffusion times. All data points represent the
average of 4 or 8 samples.
table self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels for long-term sus-
16/j.jconrel.2012.03.014
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Alexa-647 labeled IgG in PBSwas allowed to interact for 1 h at room
temperature with 10-fold excess PC-BSA antigen (Athera Biotechnol-
ogies AB, Sweden). Binding of IgG to the antigen would result in
increased molecular weight (and size) complexes, which would be
characterized by slower translational diffusion times (τD) compared
to free IgG. The effect of non-specific binding of IgG to the antigen was
evaluated bymeasuring the binding affinity in the presence of different
concentrations of Tween detergent. At 0.05% Tween non-specific
Fig. 3. The release profiles (A) during the entire 3-month period and (B) during the first
12 days for IgG through hydrogels of different peptides and different peptide nanofiber
densities. Hydrogels consisted of the self assembling peptides (i) ac-(RADA)4-CONH2

with concentration 0.5% w/v (light blue, ▲), 1.0% w/v (blue, ▲), and 1.5% w/v (dark
blue, ▲) and of (ii) ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 with concentration 0.3% w/v (red, ■) and 0.6%
w/v (magenta,■). Release experiments were performed in PBS, pH 7.4 at room tempera-
ture. Data points represent the average of 5 samples. (C) IgG release plotted as a function
of the square root of time showing a biphasic diffusion mechanism. The initial linear part
of the plots represents simple diffusion of IgG through the peptide hydrogel and is used to
calculate diffusion coefficients based on the Fick's law (Eq. (1)). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the
article.)

Please cite this article as: S. Koutsopoulos, S. Zhang, Two-layered injec
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binding was minimal and therefore, all IgG–antigen binding studies
were performed at this Tween concentration. The data were analyzed
using FCS algorithms as described above and the autocorrelation func-
tions were fitted using one and multiple components.

2.7. QCM functionality assay of IgG

Biological activity of native and hydrogel released human IgG was
also assessed by QCM (Attana A200, Sweden). The setup consists of a
thin piezoelectric quartz disk having electrodes on each side. The quartz
crystal oscillates at resonant frequencieswhich are sensitive to the crys-
tal mass. As material adsorbs to the surface of the crystal, the frequency
changes. To compare the binding properties of native and hydrogel
released IgG, the PC-BSA antigen was covalently immobilized to the
QCM channels using an amine coupling kit according to the manufac-
turer's instructions (Attana, Sweden). Antigen immobilization involved
activation of the gold surface, which covers the quartz crystal, by
1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]-carbodiimide hydrochloride and
N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide and then injection of 5 μg/ml antigen dis-
solved in 10 mM sodium acetate solution pH 4. In a final step, we
injected ethanolamine blocking solution and rinsed the surface with
HBS buffer pH 7.4. Preliminary experiments showed that non-specific
IgG-antigen binding was minimal in 0.05% Tween detergent and there-
fore, all binding studies were performed at this Tween concentration.
Kinetic data at room temperature were obtained by injecting 35 μL of
20 μg/mL human IgG for 84 s, flow rate 20 μL/min over PC-BSA immobi-
lized on the QCM surface and measuring the mass increase of the sur-
face due to IgG binding to PC-BSA. The kinetic data were corrected for
negative controls: (i) injection of human polyclonal IgG over a surface
with immobilized BSA, (ii) injection of monoclonal anti-His tag anti-
body over a surface with immobilized PC-BSA, and (iii) injection of
monoclonal anti-rhodopsin antibody over a surface with immobilized
PC-BSA. The data were analyzed (Attaché Evaluation software) using a
simple 1:1 binding model for the binding reaction between antibody
and antigen. From the analysis the association, ka, and dissociation, kd,
rate constants were calculated as well as the binding affinity constants,
defined as KD=kd/ka, of the native and released IgG for the antigen.
The fitting was evaluated based on the χ2 value and the residual error
which was near zero.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Human IgG release through the peptide hydrogel

Asmay be seen in Fig. 3A, an initial rapid release of IgGwas observed
within the first hour (burst effect). This is likely due to IgG molecules
that were at or near the solvent/hydrogel interface and rapidly escaped
into the supernatant solution. Inspection of Fig. 3 also shows that the
initial rapid release was significant in the case of the lower density
with 0.5% w/v ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 and 0.3% w/v ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2

hydrogels which reached 27% and 25% release of the total IgG loading
within the first 2 h. More dense nanofiber networks, as in the case of
the 1.0% w/v and 1.5% w/v ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 as well as in the case
of the 0.6% w/v ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 hydrogels showed a lower IgG
burst of 15%, 10% and 3%, respectively after 2 h of release. The burst ef-
fectwas not observed in the case of the two-layer 1.0%w/v ac-(RADA)4-
CONH2 (core)–0.6% w/v ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 (shell) hydrogel which
showed release of less than 1% after 2 h of measurements. Previous
work showed that protein release through this peptide hydrogel de-
pends on the size of the protein [9]. Small proteins are released faster
whereas IgG, which is a large protein, was released slower. Therein, it
was shown that IgG release was not complete after 3 days. Here we
show that IgG release through peptide hydrogels did not asymptotically
reach a plateau value even after 3 months. In hydrogel systems protein
release rarely reaches 100%, the reason being the physical entrapment
table self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels for long-term sus-
16/j.jconrel.2012.03.014
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of the protein molecules in highly entangled nanofiber domains of the
hydrogel which hinder free motion of the diffusant.

3.2. The effect of peptide hydrogel density on the diffusion of human IgG

To investigate the effect of the hydrogel density on the release
profiles of IgG, the self-assembling peptide concentration was varied.
Increasing the peptide concentration resulted in higher density net-
work of nanofibers which hindered the release of IgG. Fig. 3A shows
Fig. 4. The release profiles of IgG (A) during the entire 3-month period and (B) during the
first 12 days, through hydrogels consisting of ac-(RADA)4-CONH2with concentration 1.0%
w/v (blue, ▲), ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 with concentrations 0.6% w/v (magenta, ■), and two-
layer, two-component hydrogel which is composed of 1.0% w/v ac-(RADA)4-CONH2

(core) and 0.6% w/v ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 (shell) (yellow, ●). Release experiments were
performed in PBS, pH 7.4 at room temperature. Data points represent the average of 5
samples. (C) IgG release is plotted as function of the square root of time showing a biphas-
ic diffusion mechanism: the initial linear part of the plots represents simple diffusion of
IgG through the peptide hydrogel and is used to calculate diffusion coefficients based on
the Fick's law (Eq. (1)). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Please cite this article as: S. Koutsopoulos, S. Zhang, Two-layered injec
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the release kinetics of IgG through ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptide hydro-
gels with peptide concentrations of 0.5% w/v (99.5% water), 1.0% w/v
(99% water), and 1.5% w/v (98.5% water) and though ac-(KLDL)3-
CONH2 peptide hydrogels with concentrations of 0.3% w/v (99.7%
water) and 0.6% w/v (99.4% water). Higher density ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2

hydrogels were not tested because such hydrogels are characterized
by increased stiffness whichmade sample handling difficult. The results
show that IgG release through the hydrogel may be controlled by vary-
ing the peptide nanofiber density.
3.3. Building complex multi-layered peptide hydrogel structures for
drug release

The two-layer hydrogel system consists of two compartments.
Fig. 2A and B–D shows the structure of the two-component peptide hy-
drogel in which each of the two components is loaded with a dye to
facilitate visualization. The hydrogel sphere in the core is formed by
self-assembly of the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 peptide and contains the CY3
dye (red) whereas the encapsulating second sphere is composed of
ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 and contains the Alexa-488 (green) fluorophore.
Bright-field and fluorescence microscopy show the contour of each
hydrogel (Fig. 2B–D). Although diffusion of the dyes eventually results
in diffusion of CY3 and Alexa-488 into the ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 and the
ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 hydrogels, respectively and homogeneous distribu-
tion throughout the entire two-component peptide hydrogel system is
eventually expected, the initial distribution of the dyes clearly defines
the shape and dimensions of each hydrogel sphere.

In the antibody release experiments we did not use the fluorescent
dyes. Instead, the core is formed by gelation of 1.0% ac-(RADA)4-
CONH2 peptide and is loaded with the antibody whereas the second
layer (shell) consisting of the ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 hydrogel does not
contain antibody and it encapsulates the core. The release profile of
IgG through the two-layer hydrogel system was significantly slower
compared to the observed profiles in the case of simple, single compo-
nent ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 and ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 hydrogels (Figs. 3A
and 4A). Thismay be due to differences in density and chemical proper-
ties of the nanofibers between the two hydrogels. It has been shown
that the 0.6% w/v ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 hydrogel forms more dense net-
work of peptide nanofibers and appears to be stiffer even compared to
the 1.5% w/v ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 hydrogel [10,11].

Furthermore, the formation of the two-layer hydrogel resulted in a
system inwhich the initial protein burst releasewas significantly small-
er compared to that observed in the one-component hydrogels. There-
fore, IgG diffusion through the two-layer hydrogel results in an
apparent near-zero-order diffusion profile (Fig. 4A and B). It is antici-
pated that a combination of additional hydrogel layers consisting of
hydrogels with higher nanofiber densities would probably result in
the formation of a multi-layer system with very small or no burst.
Table 1
Diffusion constants of human immunoglobulin (IgG, MW 146 kDa, rh=5.3 nm, pI 7.1) in
solution using the Stokes–Einstein equation and upon release through the peptide hydro-
gels using Fick's law. Standard deviationswere calculated using error propagation (n=8).

Peptide hydrogel Hydrogel
density (w/v)

Diffusion constants
(10−10 m2/s)

Stokes–Einstein
estimate

Apparent in gel
(Eq. (1))

ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 0.5% 0.4 0.183±0.002
1.0% 0.028±0.001
1.5% 0.017±0.001

ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 0.3% 0.4 0.205±0.004
0.6% 0.0040±0.0001

ac-(RADA)4-CONH2

(core)+ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2

(shell)

1.0% (core)
+0.6% (shell)

0.4 0.0010±0.0001

table self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels for long-term sus-
16/j.jconrel.2012.03.014
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The multi-layer self assembling peptide hydrogel technology is
easily transferable from bench to bedside by injecting the two peptide
solutions simultaneously using for instance a two-compartment syringe
with concentric needles. Gelation occurs upon interaction of the peptide
solutions with biological fluids and the release of the active compound
could be continuous for prolonged periods of time.

3.4. IgG diffusivity through the hydrogel scaffold

The diffusion coefficient of IgG inwater at infinitely dilute conditions
at 20 °C was calculated to be 0.4×10−10 m2 s−1 using the Stokes–
Einstein equation DS�E ¼ kB T=6πηrh, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the absolute temperature of themedium, η is the dynamic
viscosity of the solvent (taken as 1.002 cP) and rh is the hydrodynamic
radius of IgG [22]. Using single molecule analysis of diffusing IgG mole-
cules in PBS previously we showed that at micromolar IgG concentra-
tions the Stokes–Einstein equation gives a good estimate of the IgG
diffusivities in solution. However, inside the peptide hydrogel single
molecule analysis showed that the Stokes–Einstein equation overesti-
mates the IgG diffusivities by ~25% [9]. The Stokes–Einstein equation
was developed for infinitely diluted molecules which follow Brownian
motion and therefore, molecular crowding and interaction of the diffus-
ing molecules with the peptide nanofibers of the hydrogel may affect
diffusion by slowing the molecular motion.

To calculate the diffusion coefficient of IgG during release through
the peptide hydrogels we used the release profiles shown in Fig. 3. Ap-
plication of the commonly used Fickian model, which is described by
Eq. (1), results in apparent IgG diffusion coefficients inside the hydrogel
which significantly differed (i.e., between 50% and 80% depending on
the type of hydrogel and hydrogel density) from those determined for
IgG using the Stokes–Einstein equation (Table 1). The model of
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through the peptide hydrogel; excitationwavelengthwas 300 nm. Spectra were recorded
at room temperature in 2-month post release samples.
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calculating diffusion coefficients using Fick's Law was developed as-
suming diffusion of small molecules, infinite dilution of the diffusant,
and that the diffusion of the molecules through the hydrogel solely de-
pends on Brownianmotion. In hydrogel systems these assumptions are
rarely satisfied. Eq. (1) is commonly used to determine apparent diffu-
sion coefficients even when these conditions do not apply. The reason
for doing so is that it facilitates the discussion of systems when there
is no other easily transferable method for determining the diffusivity.
Previously, using a different experimental method, we determined
apparent in-gel diffusion coefficients for IgG through the 1% w/v
ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 hydrogel [9] which were within the same order of
magnitude with the values obtained in this work.

Plotting the release data as a function of the square root of time
(Fig. 3C) showed that the diffusion mechanism is biphasic. The initial
linear part of each plot indicates diffusion controlled release of the
IgG through the peptide hydrogel and it is used to calculate diffusion
coefficients based on Fick's law [23,24]. Deviation from the straight
line at longer times may be associated with non-Fickian, anomalous
diffusion. Hydrogel pores with small sizes and/or diffusion hindrance
due to specific interactions between diffusing IgG molecules and pep-
tide nanofibers of the hydrogel may also account for the deviation
from Fick's law.
3.5. Conformational properties of released IgG

Protein aggregation events as well as protein–peptide interactions
resulting in protein inactivation could occur during IgG's residence in
the peptide solution, during self-assembly and nanofiber formation, or
during the release process. To obtain insight into the conformational
state of hydrogel-released IgG, 2-months post encapsulation far-UV
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CD and fluorescence spectroscopy were employed to examine the sec-
ondary and tertiary structural characteristics, respectively. CD spectra
of native IgG were identical to those reported in the literature [25]. As
may be seen in Fig. 5A, the CD spectrumof hydrogel released IgG closely
resembled that of a freshly prepared IgG solution. Small deviationswere
observed at wavelengths below 200 nm where the diode or HT (i.e.,
total absorption) level was high. The relatively low concentration of
released IgG, in conjunction with the possible presence of detached
nanofibers from the scaffold could be reasons for the low signal-to-
noise ratio observed in this region of the spectrum. However, the
β-sheet content of IgG, as seen from the 218 nm ellipticity, was not
affected during the release process.

Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded with excitation at
300 nm to excite the tryptophans. The emission spectrum is sensitive
to the tryptophan microenvironment within the 3D structure of the
protein and therefore, fluorescence emission can be used to detect ter-
tiary structure changes of released IgG. A red shift in the wavelength of
maximum emission would indicate tryptophan exposure to the polar
solvent and protein unfolding. The fluorescence emission spectrum of
IgG was similar with literature reports [26]. Inspection of Fig. 5B
shows that at the same IgG concentration the emission spectrum of
released IgG was similar to that of native IgG with respect to both the
emission maximum and fluorescence intensity suggesting that IgG
encapsulation and release did not induce tertiary structure changes.
Hydrogel released IgG

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
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-

Fig. 7. QCM time-dependent frequency changes, -dF, upon association (binding) and
dissociation of the (A) native and (B) hydrogel released polyclonal human IgGwith immo-
bilized PC-BSA (antigen). Time zero represents injection of IgG in the flow channel which
is followed by the association phase. The biosensor signal (black line) increases upon IgG
binding to the immobilized antigen and decreases uponbuffer injection (arrow)which re-
sults dissociation of the bound IgG. The similarity of the calculated rate constants and of
the affinity constants between native and hydrogel released IgG suggests that the biolog-
ical activity of IgG was not affected upon incorporation and release through the peptide
hydrogel. Data fitting is represented by the red line. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
3.6. Functionality assays of released human IgG

As a subpopulation of human IgGs is known to bind phosphorylcho-
line (PC), a common antigen which is present inmany human infecting
microorganisms including Streptococcus pneumoniae [27–30], the
PC-conjugated BSA (PC-BSA) antigen was used to examine the func-
tionality of native and hydrogel-released IgG. The PC-BSA complex
that was used in this work contains approximately 17 PC molecules
per BSA. The interaction of human IgG with the PC-BSA antigen was in-
vestigated using the single molecule FCS detection system. FCS data
analysis was performed by fitting the autocorrelation functions using
one and multiple components. The goodness-of-fit for each data set
was judged by the value of the χ2 parameter and by inspection of the re-
siduals which were uniformly distributed around zero. In all cases the
simplest model was chosen. Attempted fits of the experimental data
to a model with less independent components resulted in increased
χ2 values. Control experiments of: (i) the buffer solution, (ii) unlabeled
IgG molecules in the presence of the antigen, (iii) heat-denatured
labeled IgG in the presence of the PC-BSA antigen, and (iv) labeled IgG
in the presence of BSA (without the PC hapten) were also performed
and did not reveal a measurable interaction.

Data analysis showed that one τD was sufficient to describe the au-
tocorrelation function of free IgG (Fig. 6). Upon interaction of IgG with
10-fold excess PC-BSA antigen (i.e., 50 μM), three different species
were identified based on their diffusion time: the free, unbonded IgG
molecules and those that bond to one or two antigen molecules
(Fig. 6). Data analysis showed that free IgG molecules have a diffusion
time of ca. 1060 μs through the detection volume regardless of the pres-
ence of the antigen. A comparison of the diffusion times of IgG before
and after release through the peptide hydrogel showed that the same
type of IgG-(PC-BSA)x complexes were formed upon interaction with
the antigen. These complexes had diffusion times of approximately
1135 μs and 1230 μs corresponding to binding of IgG to one or two an-
tigen molecules, respectively. Fig. 6 also shows that the percentage of
IgG molecules in each category (i.e., free and interacting with one or
two antigen molecules), before and after release through the hydrogel
was similar. These results suggest that the binding affinity of IgG for
the PC-BSA antigen did not change upon release from the peptide hy-
drogel and therefore, the biological activity of IgG is not affected by en-
capsulation and release through the hydrogel.
Please cite this article as: S. Koutsopoulos, S. Zhang, Two-layered injec
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The relatively high percentage anti-PC IgG molecules (Fig. 6) in the
polyclonal human IgG sample prompted further inquiry. Using a radio-
immunoassay method and blood samples from several individuals,
Scott et al. measured a sizable proportion of anti-PC-BSA antibodies in
the human serum up to 800 μg/ml [31]. The concentration of IgG in
the human serum is ca. 8–15 mg/ml, which suggests that up to 10% of
all IgGs in the human serum are specific for the PC hapten. Therefore,
the relatively high percentage (i.e., ~19%) of anti-PC antibodies
observed using the single molecule analysis in vitro is reasonable. In
our experiments, the PC-BSA complex contains approximately 17 PC
groups per BSA protein unit. This suggests that the binding observed
by FluoroPoint is not due to un-specific binding but a result of high avid-
ity of the anti-PC immunoglobulins to the PC-BSA antigen. Further work
will be required to determine whether this observation can be repro-
duced using human IgG samples from other sources.

To test the functionality of human IgG before and after being released
through the peptide hydrogel the QCM technique was also used. Criteria
for IgG functionality were the kinetics of binding and the affinity con-
stants between the monoclonal IgG and the PC-BSA antigen. Upon inter-
action with PC-BSA immobilized on the gold surface of the QCM, it was
shown that after 2 months in the peptide hydrogel, the released human
IgG did not undergo functional changes compared to the native IgG.
Upon fitting of the data in Fig. 7, kinetic analysis showed that the associ-
ation ka=9.47±0.05×104 M−1 s−1 and dissociation kd=1.65
table self-assembling peptide scaffold hydrogels for long-term sus-
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±0.02×10−3 s−1 rate constants for the native IgG were similar to those
observed for the hydrogel released IgG ka=11.85±0.10×104 M−1 s−1,
kd=2.39±0.02×10−3 s−1. Furthermore, the binding constants,
KD=17.4±0.2 nM and KD=20.2±0.2 nM for the native and hydrogel
released IgG, respectively were similar. These results confirm the single
molecule analyses and demonstrate that the functionality of the post-
release antibody was not affected by interaction with the peptide hydro-
gel during the course of the release experiment.

4. Conclusions

One of the main goals of sustained drug delivery is to efficiently di-
rect therapies to specific tissues. In cases of drugswith side effects local-
ized delivery will result in less toxicity side effects on patients. The
injectable self-assembling peptide system, which gels under physiolog-
ical conditions, has the potential to be a robust system for sustained re-
lease applications including immunotherapies to release active
antibodies locally in specific tissues over prolonged periods of time. In
this study, it is shown that human antibodies were slowly released
through the ac-(RADA)4-CONH2 or ac-(KLDL)3-CONH2 peptide hydro-
gels for a period of over 3 months and furthermore, the release kinetics
depended on the amino acid sequence of the self assembling peptides
which form the hydrogel and the density of the peptide nanofibers in
the hydrogel. An efficient controlled release system should present bio-
logically active proteins. The secondary and tertiary structures of the
hydrogel released antibodies as well as their biological activities were
examined andwe showed that they were not affected by encapsulation
and release through the hydrogel. These results present an opportunity
to create new tailor-made, programmable and multi-layered peptide
hydrogels for sustained release of antibodies and other proteins. Pep-
tide hydrogel systems can be easily designed and synthesized. The pro-
grammability of the peptide sequence provides a means of controlling
the nanofiber properties at the molecular level which, in turn, alter
the biomolecular diffusion and release kinetics. It is anticipated that
further fine-tuning of the peptide hydrogel systems will allow for a
wide range of applications in biomedical technology.
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